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EDITORIAL

Executive Director

W

elcome to our June issue coming at the backdrop of the
general election to be held on 9th August 2022. In this
issue, we have published a number of articles ranging
from the upcoming elections to the various activities that the
Council implemented in the last quarter.
The article on inclusion of persons with disabilities is aimed at
sensitizing us on the electoral process in readiness for the
forthcoming general elections. The article identiﬁes some of the
challenges that hinder inclusion of persons with disabilities in the
electoral process and attempts to highlight the efforts that have
been made to ensure that the August elections are inclusive.
We have also carried other articles on the activities undertaken by
the Council during the last quarter. The article on albinism provides
insights into the albinism programme and how Kenya celebrated
the International Albinism Awareness Day that was held on 13th
June 2021 in Kiliﬁ county. The article on afforestation points out
the efforts made by the Council to contribute towards achieving
the 10% forest cover through tree planting in selected special
schools.
We have also carried out a personal story by Joel Omukuba
Namwalo, an intern at the Council giving his journey and experience
as a person who acquired disability later in life. The article on legal
aid is an exposition of the concept of legal aid and its pivotal role in
enhancing access to justice by persons with disabilities.

Deadline for submission of articles for the next issue is:
16th September, 2022
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DIRECTOR'S
DESK.

W

e are pleased to release the nal Usawa na Haki
newsletter for the nancial year 2021/22. I wish to
take this opportunity to appreciate all of you for
the continuous feedback on how to make the newsletter
better. Special appreciation to contributors of the
newsletters made in the last year – for volunteering their
time and effort to generate content for educating and
raising awareness on disability issues.
Despite budgetary constraints in the aftermath of the
Covid-19 pandemic, we adjusted and continued
delivering on our mandate and services to persons with
disabilities. To address the nancial gaps, we revamped
the resource mobilization department in an effort to pool
support from other stakeholders.

This way, we managed to bring on board partners who made it possible to address some of these
gaps and provided services such as educational support and provision of assistive devices and also
advocacy partnership on disability issues. We thank all our partners and stakeholders for their
continuous support and goodwill.
While the 2021/22 year had its own share of challenges, we look forward into the new year with
optimism on how much we can achieve. I am elated to announce that the National Treasury
approved our budget proposal for an Autism and Developmental Disabilities programme. The
programme is aimed at supporting activities targeting persons with autism and other
developmental disabilities. It will focus on early identication and management, therapy services,
essential drugs and tests as well as advocacy campaigns. We will engage stakeholders in
developing the programme's implementation guide.

“Despite budgetary
constraints in the
aftermath of the Covid-19
pandemic, we adjusted
and continued delivering
on our mandate and
services to persons with
disabilities.
To address the nancial
gaps, we revamped the
resource mobilization
department in an effort to
pool support from other
stakeholders.”
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We also observe that despite expectations that the Persons with
Disabilities Bill 2021 would be passed during the year, this did not
happen. The Bill went through the National Assembly and is
currently at the Senate. It is our hope that the next Senate will
prioritise the Bill and have it enacted. We will also continue our
ongoing reforms in the Registration and Disability Mainstreaming
dockets, which form our core objective as an institution.
I am pleased by the efforts the Council put in advocating for
disability issues in the electioneering process, having also been
an ex-ofcio member in the Disability Inclusion Coordination
Committee of the Independent Electoral Boundaries
Commission (IEBC). This showed that our role in disability
advocacy is vast, and we have to keep pushing on all fronts,
together with our partners, to make our society more inclusive.
As we head to the polls, the Council joins the nation in calling for
peace – before, during and after elections.

“Despite

budgetary
constraints in the aftermath of
the Covid-19 pandemic, we
adjusted and continued
delivering on our mandate and
services to persons with
disabilities. To address the
nancial gaps, we revamped
the resource mobilization
department in an effort to pool
support from other
stakeholders.
This way, we managed to bring
on board partners who made it
possible to address some of
these gaps and provided
services such as educational
support and provision of
assistive devices and also
advocacy partnership on
disability issues. We thank all our
partners and stakeholders for
their continuous support and
goodwill.”

Scholarship programme to learners with disabilities.
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Inclusive electoral process- what the 2022 August elections offers
By Isaac manyonge
In this article, the writer provides an account of how persons with disabilities can actively be involved in the
electoral process. The writer also details the various ways in which the IEBC in collabortion with the Council
and other stakehodlers have enhanced inlcusion of persons with disabilities in the coming general elections.

The rights of persons with disabilities to participate in the electoral process can only be achieved if
all the barriers that hinder their participation are removed. Failure to address the issue of inclusion
at any electoral process hinders the spirit of participation and inclusion of persons with disabilities.
As we head to the next general elections, some of the key issues that have affected inclusion of
persons with disabilities in the past electoral processes include:
Legal Framework- Limitations in implementation of legal frameworks governing persons with
disabilities in the electoral process.
Election Administration- Low rates of inclusion of persons with disabilities across various electoral
processes which counters constitutionally mandated quotas.
Voter Eligibility and Registration- Limited use of technology in electoral processes; limited data
collection, bureaucracy in acquiring a disability IDs makes it hard in ease of identication of persons
with disabilities before, during and after the election.
Elections Operations- Inaccessible infrastructure across various electoral processes. During
campaigns venues, podiums and even language used is not accessible to persons with disabilities.
The Language used also is derogatory to persons with disabilities.
Electoral Violence-The fear of being attacked and the hooliganism that surround the campaign
period is a threat to inclusion of persons with disabilities
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The Diagram above illustrates the
areas in which persons with
disabilities can be involved in as a
means of guaranteeing inclusion in
the entire electoral process.

The involvement of persons with
disabilities before, during and
after elections is key to inclusion.
At every cycle, inclusion of
persons with disabilities is critical
in guaranteeing participation
and inclusion of persons with
Disabilities. Active political
involvement of persons with
disabilities at every stage of the
electoral process is key in making
sure that persons with disabilities
are included in the electoral
process.
In terms of employment, there
are concerns that persons with
disabilities are left out during the
recruitment process.

As a critical segment of
registered voters, coupled with
historical discrimination, the
need to engage persons with
disabilities in all spheres of the
electoral process is paramount.
In this regard, several measures
have been taken to ensure that
persons with disabilities were
engaged throughout the
electoral process. Persons with
disabilities have been
accredited as observers,
monitors and also offered
employment in the IEBC. In
addition, persons with disabilities
have been engaged in the
Presidential Tallying Centre. This
was done through the NCPWD
Career Portal/FUZU.

Further, the Council
collaborated with IEBC to
develop accessible IEC
Material for use by voters and
civic educators. The materials
have been transcribed into
Braille with Sign Language
interpretation.
The Council also engaged the
IEBC to: -ensure representation
of persons with disabilities in
the counties; ensure peaceful
elections; ensure persons with
disabilities are employed in the
commission at various levels.

However, IEBC claims that
persons with disabilities are not
applying for the jobs advertised
especially those of Voter/Civic
Educators, Election
Monitors/Observers among
others.
th

As we prepare for August 9
general election, it is worth
noting that several attempts
have been made to enhance
participation of persons with
disabilities in the electoral
process.

Execersing the right to vote

According to IEBC data, 8.96% of
registered voters are persons with
disabilities which translates to
almost 1.76 million voters. This
pool of voters are critical in
inuencing the August elections
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. In addition, the Council requested IEBC to ensure
that in every training module of their staff whether on
permanent, contractual or casual, an inclusive
chapter on disability was included and where
possible persons with disabilities given opportunity to
participate in the trainings, sensitizations and
briengs organized by the IEBC.
On election day, persons with disabilities will be
assisted to enhance their voting. Assisted voting will
be allowed especially for those with Intellectual and
psychosocial challenges. This provision will ensure
that persons with disabilities vote faster and quicker.
As the election day draws closer, it is important to
note that the Council has been in the forefront in
ensuring that the interests of persons with disabilities
are included during the entire electoral process.
In addition, the Council requested IEBC to ensure
that in every training module of their staff whether on
permanent, contractual or casual, an inclusive
chapter on disability was included and where
possible persons with disabilities given opportunity to
participate in the trainings, sensitizations and
briengs organized by the IEBC.
On election day, persons with disabilities will be
assisted to enhance their voting. Assisted voting will
be allowed especially for those with Intellectual and
psychosocial challenges. This provision will ensure
that persons with disabilities vote faster and quicker.
As the election day draws closer, it is important to
note that the Council has been in the forefront in
ensuring that the interests of persons with disabilities
are included during the entire electoral process.

The Council is an Ex-Ofcio member of the
Disability Inclusion Coordinating Committee
(DICC), an IEBC committee responsible for
advising them on Inclusion of persons with
disabilities in electoral process whose main
mandate is to:

a) Develop and implement a work plan to

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

g)
h)

I)

Executive Director addressing IEBC ofcials
during a sensitization forum.

ensure participation of persons with
disabilities is achieved, monitored, and
evaluated across each of the priority
areas in the entire electoral cycle
Work with the Commission in the
establishment, coordination and
holding of persons with disabilities
platforms and coordinating
committees in 47 Counties and 290
Constituencies for continuous
engagement of persons with disabilities
across the electoral cycle
Ascertain the conformity to Universal
Access of all the IEC materials and take
part in the distribution, cascading and
interpretation of the same through
friendly platforms accessible to persons
with disabilities
Mobilize and convene Persons with
Disabilities Forums across the 47
Counties and 290 Constituencies
through which voter education
messages will be disseminated
Help the Commission to design and
implement friendly programmes for
persons with disabilities
Lobby and advocate for involvement
and inclusion of persons with disabilities
in the entire electoral process as Voters,
Educators, Observers and Staff
(employees) at every stage of the
electoral cycle.
Participated in the simulation on
election technology
Participated in the engagement with
the Disability League round table
meeting
Ensure that voters data list is
disaggregated to indicate how many
persons with disabilities are registered
as voters.

Towards achieving 10% of Tree Cover
By John Kuria.
The effects of climate change globally cannot be
overemphasized. The degradation of forests as a result of
deforestation due to logging and other factors have resulted
to most countries falling below the 10% required forest cover.
In this article, John Kuria examines the efforts made by the
Council to contribute towards achieving the recommended
forest cover target for Kenya.

T

he Presidential directive on tree planting inclusion
under the Corporate Social Responsibility(CSR)
programme within organizations commenced in
2019 where all Ministries, Departments, Counties and
Agencies (MDCAs) were expected to contribute to
achieving the 10% tree cover in the country through
collaboration with the Ministry of Environment and
Forestry and local institutions.
Through a circular by the Head of Public Service, MDCAs
were directed to allocate 10% of their CSR budget for
raising tree seedlings for distribution to Kenyans to
support implementation of this directive. In order to
effectively implement the directive, emphasis was given
to the need for consultations, collaboration and
creation of synergies with stakeholders on this national
agenda.
In this regard, the National Council for Persons with
Disabilities continued to contribute towards this goal
through allocation of resources and aligning its
programmes towards this goal so as to better the
livelihoods of persons with disabilities.
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Tree planting exercise in Ontulili forest
In June 2019, the Council entered into a
collaboration with the Kenya Forest
Service, under the initiative “adopt a
forest”, whereby an organisation, could
locate a plot in any of the gazetted forests
and commit to rehabilitate the degrading
part of the forest. The Council identied a
section of Ontulili forest as part of the
greater Mt. Kenya forest to rehabilitate it by
planting recommended indigenous trees
with the help of the Kenya Forest Service. A
total of 17,120 tree seedlings were planted.
In addition, the Council during the 2020/21
Financial Year, partnered with a number of
special schools in Nyeri County to plant fruit
trees.
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The aim of this initiative was to
empower learners with
disabilities to take care of the
fruit trees which will benet
them in future with nutritional
value by providing fruits and
also as a source of income for
the institutions.

so as to boost their income and
to align with the economic
empowerment programme for
persons with disabilities. A total
of 5,120 seedlings were procured
and planted in the 5 special
schools in Nyeri county.

During the fourth quarter of the
The Council procured the Financial Year 2021/22, the
seedlings from tree nurseries Council in collaboration with
o w n e d b y g r o u p s o f / f o r the
persons with disabilities

Kenya Forest Research Institute
(KEFRI), donated 6,450 tree
seedlings to selected special
schools in 3 counties, namely;
Kakamega, Bungoma and Laikipia
Counties.
In total, the Council has planted
more than 30,000 tree seedlings in
different parts of the country as
part of its contribution toward
achieving the10% forest cover
gola.

Going green at Ziwani School for the Deaf
By Catherine Wameyo

G

oing green reduces air pollution and environmental toxins that could affect our body's
immune system that ghts infections and that could expose us to diseases.

Catherine Wameyo participating in a tree planting exercise at Ziwani Special School.
In celebrating my upcoming 50th birthday in November, I planted 50 trees in support of think green, live
green slogan. I was joined by my family, colleagues, students and teaching staff of Ziwani School for
the Deaf to full this noble activity.
He who plants a tree plants a hope. When my time on earth is done I will look back with satisfaction
that I planted trees. You too can make a contribution.
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Understanding Albinism
By Alex Munyere
The Albinism Programme at the National Council for Persons with Disabilities provides a wide range of services
targeting persons with albinism. In this article, Alex Munyere demysties the myth surrounding albinism and
what the Council is doing to sensitize the public on albinism. The article also looks at the activities held during
th
the celebrations to mark the International Albinism Awareness Day on 13 June 2022.

G

lobally, it is estimated that 1 in every 20,000 people have
some form of albinism. In Kenya, the 2019 National
Housing and Population Census by the Kenya National
Bureau of Statistics established that there were 9,729 persons
with albinism, this means that one in every 5,000 people in Kenya
has albinism.
Albinism is a rare, non-contagious, genetically inherited
condition occurring in both genders regardless of ethnicity, in
all countries of the world. Both the father and mother must
carry the gene for it to be passed on even if they do not have
albinism themselves.
The condition results in a lack of pigmentation in the hair, skin
and eyes, causing vulnerability to sun exposure and bright light.
Almost all persons with albinism are visually impaired, with the
majority being classied as “legally blind.”
The term “persons with albinism” (PWA) or “Children with
albinism” (CWA) is preferred to the term “albino” because the
former puts the person before the condition rather than equate
him to it. We also prefer to use PWA as opposed to “Persons
Living with Albinism” we don't 'Live WITH' we HAVE the condition
but we are HUMAN beings rst.

“

Albinism is a rare, non-

contagious, genetically
inherited condition occurring
in both genders regardless of
ethnicity, in all countries of the
world. Both the father and
mother must carry the gene
for it to be passed on even if
they do not have albinism
themselves.
The condition results in a lack of
pigmentation in the hair, skin
and eyes, causing vulnerability
to sun exposure and bright
light. Almost all persons with
albinism are visually impaired,
with the majority being
classied as “legally blind

.”

It was common among African traditional practice to associate
phenomena that could not be understood with spirits and gods,
for lack of scientic explanation on the condition, this has seen
emergence of some common Myths and beliefs – both age old
and recent, they continue to de-humanize albinism.
These and many others include the belief that persons with
albinism: never die- they simply vanish; they are not human, but
ghosts, apes, or other sub-human creatures; when a person with
albinism is formed in the womb, as a result of a pregnant mother
having sex with a ghost and that persons with albinism's body
parts contain magical powers that can make one succeed in
whichever eld.
Mr & Mrs Albinism

NATIONAL COUNCIL FOR PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES
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As a result of some of these myths we have
experienced sporadic infanticide and physical attacks
causing death and bodily harm. A lot of other
discriminations associated with albinism condition
have been reported in their daily lives.
in view of the above the Council started the Albinism
Awareness program which targets the community
members and key stakeholders. the program is aimed
at creating awareness on Albinism with a view to
demystify it.
Under this, persons with albinism are encouraged to
come together in forums which we call “interactive
sessions” where we have persons with albinism sharing
their personal experience on how they handle various
aspects of their condition. Parents interact with each
other with a view of sharing important tips on how to
bring up their children
The UN Human Rights Council, resolutions 23/13 of 13
June 2013, on attacks and discrimination against
persons with albinism, and 24/33 of 27 September 2013,
on technical cooperation for the prevention of attacks
against persons with albinism, culminated into
November 18, 2014, the United Nations' General
Assembly adopting a resolution establishing June 13th
as Celebrating the International Albinism Awareness
Day.
The Day celebrates the achievements of persons with
albinism and also creates awareness about albinism.
The Day is usually celebrated on 13th June every year. It
offers an opportunity for all of us to consider the
challenges faced by people with albinism and to
educate the general public on issues affecting them
with a view to stopping discrimination, stigma and
violence against persons with albinism around the
world. Countries are required to have their national
celebrations.

NATIONAL COUNCIL FOR PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES

Celebrating Albinism Day in Kili County.
th

On 13 June 2022, the Council observed this
year's International Albinism Awareness Day
celebration at the Karisa Maitha Grounds in
Kili County. The theme for the Day was
“United in Making Our Voice Heard”.
The Guest of Honour was the Chief
Administrative Secretary (CAS) Ministry of
Public Service, Gender, Senior Citizens Affairs
and Social Programmes. Other guests who
graced the Day were; Dr Norman Kiogora,
Director KISE, Dr Benard Mogesa, Director
KNCHR. Executive Director of the National
Ciuncil for Persons with Disabilities, Mr. Harun
Hassan, Director Mercy Mugure and Director
Sylvia Mochabo both members of the Board
of National Council for Persons with
Disabilities.
The activities held as part of the celebrations
included Nationwide cancer screening
exercise where all NCPWD County Disability
Service Cancer carried out screening and
awareness creation. A total of 1,361persons
with albinism were screened, The Kenya
National on Human Rights commission
presented a comprehensive national report
on albinism in Kenya.
The Council will implement the
recommendations of the report in
partnership with other key and willing
stakeholders in the sector to transform lives
of persons with albinism.
The winners for both men and women
categories were awarded KES 50,000, rst
runners up KES 30,000, second runners up KES
20,000 and the rest KES 5,000 each for their
participaion.
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M y l i f e a s a p e r s o n w i t h I remember vividly his common
remarkable phrase- You have
disability…
eyes, SEE… when encouraging
me to stand up against all odds
By Joel Omukuba
when life proved to be difcult.
This has remained to this date one
In this article, Joel Omukuba, gives
of the most inspiring words in my
an account of his journey on how
life.
he lost his hearing and how he has
managed to move on with the
disability. The writer further gives tips
on how to communicate with the
deaf.

Because of communication
barrier, both at home and at
school, I wanted to be transferred
to a Special School for the Deaf, to
be able to learn sign language
was born without a disability
which then I considered vital
and attended a regular
towards my survival.
school. While in class six, at the
age of 12 years, I developed a
However, in 2006, when I became
strange illness that affected my
deaf, the government was
hearing completely.
promoting inclusion in mainstream
education.
At rst, I had challenges as I did
not know what it means to live
The education ofcials advised
without hearing.
my parents to take me to a regular
school instead of a special school.
My rst encounter was with
Education Assessment and
Resources Centre Ofcer, Mr.
John Majengo in my subcounty
who I would like to thank a lot for
his valuable advice and
assistance.

I

Joel Omukuba at work
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Upon completion of primary
education, I joined Bukolwe
Secondary School in
Kakamega, where the school
management, teachers and
students were very supportive
and understanding.
I was given an opportunity to
l ea r n l i k e t h e r e s t o f t h e
students and emerged the top
performer in KCSE in 2014... this
clearly was an achievement
considering that I was deaf in a
regular school.
To this end, I believe disability is
not inability.
After graduation, I was
employed under the Public
Service Commission Internship
Programme Cohort (IV) and
posted to the National Council
for Persons with Disabilities.
It has been a great deal
working at the Council in the
Rehabilitation and Habilitation
department.
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For most people, the mere tag
that you are hearing impaired
makes them change their
attitude, we are human being,
beyond interpretation, we have
feelings, passions and goals to
achieve in this life.
There are several ways to
communicate to us. These
includes; Sign language, lip
reading, interpreters, pen and
paper and realtime captioning
devices.
Address the deaf person just as
you will address any other person
without a hearing loss. If you are
not familiar with sign language,
talk directly to the person do not
shout, increase your voice only if
asked by the person.
Shouting can distort lip
movements thereby making it
hard for the deaf person to lip
read.

Ensure there is sufcient light for When using sign language for
communication, use total
a clear view.
communication (Combination
It is important to note that just o f b o d y m o v e m e n t , f a c i a l
like reading, lip reading requires expression, voicing, gestures,
light, when indoors and at night v i s u a l c u e s ) a s t h e y h e l p
ensure there is sufcient lighting. reinforce your message making it
easy to be understood.
With the ministry of health
guidelines on wearing masks still In conclusion, I appreciate the
on, it is paramount to maintain Government effort through the
social distancing while talking National Council for Persons with
with deaf, as they will need to lip Disabilities (NCPWD), that is
read and lip reading can only spearheading disability rights in
occur if one has not put on Kenya. Persons with disabilioties
mask. Do not place anything in c a n f e e l a t h o m e a s t h e
or around your mouth while government has initiated a lot of
talking, as this will distort your lip programmes to advance their
movement and make it hard for course.
the person to get the message. I sincerely wish to thank the
Executive Director, the National
C
ouncil for Persons with
Maintain eye contact to enable
the person have ample space Disabilities, Mr. Harun M. Hassan,
to lip read and understand for his able leadership and
policies that has so far advanced
what you are saying.
the interests of persons with
disabilities in Kenya. We have
achieved a lot and there is still
more to achieve with your
leadership.

Learn Alphabets in Sign Language
“For most people, the mere tag that
you are hearing impaired makes
them change their attitude, we are
human being, beyond
interpretation, we have feelings,
passions and goals to achieve in this
life. There are several ways to
communicate to us. These includes;
Sign language, lip reading,
interpreters, pen and paper and
realtime captioning devices.
Address the deaf person just as you
will address any other person without
a hearing loss. If you are not familiar
with sign language, talk directly to
the person do not shout, increase
your voice only if asked by the
person. Shouting can distort lip
movements thereby making it hard
for the deaf person to lip read.

The concept of legal aid is discussed alongside
that of justice, human right, equality, democracy,
truth and freedom. This means that legal aid is at
the core to the realization of these principles.

Understanding legal aid
By Susan Nafula.
In this article, Susan Nafula Wekesa, explains the
concept of legal aid and why it is important in ensuring
that persons with disabilities access justice. The article
further highlights some of the legal framweworks in
place that support legal aid services provision.

T

here cannot be a just society without access
to justice. Access to justice encompasses
different stages, from the rights enshrined in
various provisions, their awareness, access to
dispute resolution mechanisms, availability of and
access to counsel and representation and most
importantly the ability of such mechanism to
administer justice.
Justice should be administered without undue
regard to procedural technicality and regardless
of individual's status.
The Cambridge Dictionary denes legal aid as a
system of providing free advice about the law and
practical help with legal matters for people who
are nancially unable to pay for it.
Section 2 of the Legal Aid Act, 2016 denes legal
aid as 'legal advice, legal representation,
assistance in resolving disputes by alternative
dispute resolution, drafting of relevant documents
and effecting service incidental to any legal
proceedings and reaching or giving effect to any
out of court settlement.

The history of legal aid in kenya can be traced as
far as the post-independence period.
Back then, legal aid was offered by both the
state and non-state actors with non-state being
on the forefront operating without any clear legal
and institutional framework.
However, with the Legal Aid Act, 2016 in place
and the National Legal Aid and Awareness Policy
2015, the State adopted a collaborative and
systemic approach between itself and non-state
actors in delivery of legal aid services.
In particular, Section 5 of the Legal Aid Act, 2016
establishes the National Legal Aid Service with
the mandate to inter alia provide legal aid
services to indigent, marginalized, and
vulnerable persons; Establish a legal aid scheme
to assist the indigent to access legal aid and
Promote legal literacy and legal awareness.
Legal aid services are offered to all Kenyans as
long as they meet the threshold, that is, that the
person's income does not exceed thirty thousand
shillings.

Legal Aid Clinic in session
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The main aim of legal aid is to ensure that justice is In 2017, the Ofce of the Attorney General
launched the National Action Plan, Legal Aid
served to all regardless of nancial status.
2017-2022 titled 'Towards Access to Justice for
The concept of access to justice is one of the most All'. This action plan sets major initiatives that
fundamental and widely articulated principle address legal aid concerns. Even then, there are
globally, provided in both international and challenges that need to be addressed for there
domestic instruments, this concept seeks to bridge to be full realization of legal aid in Kenya. These
the various gaps that exists in the society, and challenges hinder implementation of Legal Aid
Act.
ensure equality of persons before the law.
They include among others: budget constraints,
lack of legal aid awareness by the beneciaries,
ignorance and misinformation, poverty and
insufcient appreciation of legal rights, lack of
means to get the legal aid services location
especially for some persons with disabilities, lack
However, with legal aid, indigent persons are able of dedicated legal aid counsels and lack of
to access justice which would have been a infrastructural facilities.
privilege for the rich.
In conclusion therefore, the state and non-state
The obligation to provide legal aid at rst instance a c t o r s s h o u l d e n d e a v o u r t o s e e t h e
lies with the state as the custodian of fundamental implementation of the Legal Aid Act.
rights and freedoms as provided under Article 19 of
the Constitution of Kenya, 2010. Nevertheless, this This can be done through conducting legal aid
does not preclude non-state actors from providing forums periodically and when need arises,
legal aid.
having enough budget allocation for legal aid,
creating awareness on legal aid and the Legal
As was noted earlier, since independence, non- Aid Act and working closely with experts to
state actors have been on the forefront of proving prepare training manual on activities of legal
legal aid, with organisations such as Federation of aid.
Women Lawyers(FIDA), Kituo cha Sheria , Sheria
Mtaani among others, non-state actors should
continue working with the government in providing
legal aid in furtherance of access to justice.
Legal aid promotes access to justice in signicant
ways, rst, justice in Kenya is administered by the
court through litigation or Alternative Dispute
Resolution Mechanisms which are costly not only in
terms of time but nancially as well.

Legal aid also entails creating awareness through
the provision of legal information and law-related
education. These services are essential specially to
persons with disabilities. Even with the Convention
on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities CRPD),
Persons with Disabilities Act, 2003 and other relevant
legislations in place, persons with disabilities
continue to suffer as most of them are unaware of
their rights and or are unable to pursue justice for
nancial reasons.
However, with legal aid, persons with disabilities are
enlightened on their rights and accorded legal
representation thereby ensuring that justice is
served to all regardless of status.

Legal Aid Clinic at the Council’s ofce.
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